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Motivation 
Anomalous electron transport is still one of the main issues in physics of plasma heating 

in MCF devices. Importance of electron transport studies comes from the fact that fusion 
alphas will transfer significant portion of their energy to electrons. Additional rationale to 
study the problem appears in view of recently growing interest to small aspect ratio tokamaks, 
in which the role of electron transport is essentially important. The paper reports results of a 
study of toroidal magnetic field effect on electron transport in the TUMAN-3M tokamak [1]. 

Besides fundamental interest the motivation of the study of  effect on plasma heating 
and specifically on electron heating is the intention to increase an efficiency of Neutral Beam 
Injection heating (NBI) in the TUMAN-3M. The increase in the NBI efficiency with  was 
expected, firstly, because of improved conditions of fast particles capture and, secondly, due 
to enhancement of power portion transferred to ion component with possible  growth.  
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1 Description of experiment  
Recent upgrade of toroidal magnet power supply 

allowed to increase magnetic field and plasma current in 
the TUMAN-3M.  had been increased from 0.68 to 
1.0 T and  from 150 to 190 kA, see fig.1. With the 
extended device capabilities study of electron 
confinement dependence on  was performed. Plasma 
parameters in the described experiments were as follows: 
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laR0 =0.53/0.22 m, =0.68-1.0 T, =140-190 kA, tB pI

en =(2-5)⋅1019 m-3, =0.4-0.9 keV, =0.18-0.4 
keV. Basic ohmic scenario was the ohmic H-mode [2]. 
For study of NBI efficiency the tangential co-current NB 
injection with impact parameter of 0.42 m was utilized 
[3]. Input NBI power was up to 0.4 MW, deuterium beam 
energy – <25 keV. Electron temperature has been 
measured using array of SXR detectors equipped with a 
set of beryllium foils. Ion temperature was obtained from 
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0E Fig.1. Plasma current Ip, toroidal 
magnetic field Bt, safety factor 
qcyl and NBI ion source current 
in the shots before (# 08042207) 
and after (# 10012808) power 
supply upgrade. 
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NPA spectra. Fast ion behavior was monitored by neutron flux detectors. Stored energy was 
derived from diamagnetic measurements.  

2 Experimental results  

2.1 Ohmic H-mode  
In the ohmic H-mode electron temperature was 

measured in three scenarios characterized by 
different toroidal fields and plasma currents: 
1) =0.7 T, kA, 2) tB =1.0 T, pI 140 kA, 

tB =1.0 T, pI 170 kA. 
tB pI =140 

3) 
=

= en  evolution was similar 
in these scenarios. Figure 2 presents waveforms of 
some plasma parameters in the representative shots. 
Central eT  is shown in fourth ame. Dotted (black) 
and dashed (blue) curves present eT  evolution in 
similar shots with only one different ‘engineering’ 
parameter: tB . Observed increase in the electron 
temperature, from 400-500 to 550-600 eV, could be 
explained assuming E

fr

τ  increases substantially in the 
shot # 09111221 with higher toroidal field. 
Dependence of Eτ  on toroidal field, which satisfy

 is 75.0
tB . Noteworthy th

uch stronger than scaling 
icts: 15.0B∝τ .  
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Fig.2. Magnetic field Bt, plasma current Ip, 
average density ne, central Te and 
diamagnetic energy in the shots with 
different Bt (# 09111221 & # 09031113) 
and Ip (# 09112420 & # 09111221)

d 170 kA n on fig.2, # 09112420 
& #

Res

give
 09111221, respectively. Plasma current increase from 140 kA to 170 kA with constant 

tB  resulted in the further growth of eT  from 550-600 eV up to 650-750 eV as shown in fourth 
frame in fig.2 by solid (red) curves – shot # 09112420. The growth is in a good agreement 

th IPB98(y,2) prediction: 93.0
pE I∝τ   

Diamagnetic measurements showed clear 
growth of the stored energy with increased 
toroidal magnetic field and plasma current. 
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ults of the measurements are shown in bottom 
frame in fig.2. Using the diamagnetic data Eτ  
was calculated. Derived Eτ  is presented in fig.3 

Fig.3. Experimental Eτ  vs IPB98(y,2) scaling in the 
ohmic H-mode: blue ◊ – Bt=0.68 T, Ip=140 kA 
(linear fit – blue dashed line); red • – Bt=1.0 T, 
Ip=170 kA (linear fit – red solid line). 
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as a function of IPB98(y,2) scaling predictions. The figure suggests good agreement between 
asured and IPB98(y,2) conf ement times at high tB  and pI . Data obtained at low tB  and 

pI  indicate distinctive E

me in
τ -EXP deviation from IPB98(y,2) scaling. The deviation could be 

explained by the influence o tB  on Ef  τ . The difference suggests 8.0
tE ∝τ , what is close to 

 dependence derived from eT  measurements with varying tB : 
B

the ( )75.0
tE B∝τ  and 

considerably stronger than in IPB98(y,2).  

2.2 NBI heating at increased toroidal field  

Enhancement in the ohmic plas a parameters 
had the 
NB

m
 improved noticeably the conditions for 
I heating. Firstly, the increases in the toroidal 

field and plasma current lead to improvement of 
fast NBI particles capture. This effect is illustrated 
on fig.4 showing calculated fraction of captured 
fast ions (FI) versus neutral beam energy for two 
scenarios differing by toroidal field and plasma 

current. The figure allows to conclude 30-40 % 
growth of captured FI fraction with increasing tB  
from 0.68 to 1.0 T. Secondly, as reported in 
previous section, electron temperature is substantially increased at tB =1 T. The eT  increase is 
expected to result in longer FI slowing down time SEτ  and thus enhancements in their amount 
and in power fraction transferred to thermal ions.  

Electron temperature in the NBI phase in the 
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Fig.4. Fraction of captured fast ions vs NB 
energy in two scenarios: small Bt&Ip – 
blue dashed curve; high Bt&Ip – red solid 

s rio =1 
670

f 
fast

cena with tB T is found to be 620-
 eV. The value is higher than at tB =0.68 T (420-460 eV) as shown in third frame in fig.5. 

The result confirms observation of favorable effect of tB  on eT  made in the ohmic H-mode.  
In the conditions of improved FI capture and increased electron temperature an amount o
 ions accumulated in plasma is noticeably increased. That is evidenced by measurement of 

2.45 MeV D-D neutron flux. Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of the fluxes measured in 
both scenarios. Since temperature of thermal 
ions is low in the TUMAN-3M the neutron 
rate is proportional to amount of FI capable to 
produce fusion reaction with bulk ions. Thus 
observed 2-fold increase in the neutron rate 
reflects corresponding rise of FI content.  

Improved capture and confinement of fast 
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Fig.5. Plasma current, loop voltage, electron temperature 
and ion source current in NBI unit in two 
scenarios: small Bt&Ip – black dashed traces; high 
Bt&Ip – red solid traces
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Fig.6. Neutron rate in scenarios with low Bt&Ip – black 

dashed curve and high Bt&Ip – red solid curve 

Fig.7. Ion temperature in scenarios with low Bt&Ip – 

blue symbols and high Bt&Ip – red symbols 

particles resulted in clear enhancement of ion heating. On fig.7 evolution of  in scenarios 
with

inc se

ns  
ctron energy confinement in the ohmic H-modes with low toroidal field has 

reve

 iT
 low tB & pI  (lower curve) and high tB & pI  (upper curve) is compared. Absence of ion 

temperature saturation during NBI pulse in latter case should be mentioned. Observed 
rea  in the iT  is about 50% larger than at low tB & pI . Calculations had shown the 

improvement in the FI capture is mainly due to 2-3 fold reduction of the first orbit losses. In 
the conditions of diminished wall bombardment lesser plasma dilution by impurity influx was 
observed. Estimations had shown factor of 1.5 decrease of effZ  (down to 1.2) with increasing 

tB  and pI .  

3 Conclusio
Study of ele
aled strong effect of tB  on electron temperature. Observations indicate 8,075.0 ÷∝ tE Bτ  

which is considerably stronger than the dependence predicted by scaling  
Noteworthy strong E

IPB98(y,2).
τ  dependence on tB  was observed in other experiments with low 

toroidal magnetic fields [5,6]. The conclusion might be important for the designing of small 
aspect ratio devices, in which toroidal field is usually small due to technical limitations. 

Due to increased electron temperature and improved fast ion capture and confinement at 
high tB  and pI  the NBI efficiency was substantially increased: iTΔ  is 50% larger than at low 
field, 2 fold increase in the neutron rate indicate increasing population of fast ions at high tB . 
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